NOTES
1. THE GRILLES ARE NOT SHOWN ON THE DRAWING BUT CAN BE TURNED ON BY TURNING THE RELEVANT GRILLE LAYER ON.
2. ALL JAGA MINI CANAL HEATING COME PREASSEMBLED FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION.
3. WHERE LENGTHS ARE OVER 4900mm LONG THEY WILL BE MADE UP OF MULTIPLE UNITS AND THEREFORE MULTIPLE HEAT EXCHANGERS.
4. EACH UNIT HAS A HEATING ELEMENT WITH SAME END 1/2" BSP CONNECTIONS AND WILL NEED TO BE CONNECTED TO LPHW CIRCUIT IN PARALLEL (OPPOSITE END CONNECTIONS ARE AVAILABLE BY CONTACTING JAGA HEATING).
5. UNITS COME COMPLETE WITH HEIGHT ADJUSTERS FOR LEVELLING AND ARE ADJUSTABLE FROM 0-45mm.
6. ALL UNITS ARE NATURAL CONVECTION.
7. THE COLOUR OF THE TRENCH IS RAL7024.
8. THE TRENCH SHOWN IS 'L' GRILLE FRAME.
9. THE GRILLE IS A ****
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